Delaware College of Art and Design (DCAD) and the University of the Arts, Philadelphia, PA, agree to Direct Transfer Agreement in which DCAD students with and A.F.A Degree in fine Arts will be accepted as juniors into the B.F.A. Degree in Animation at the University of the Arts, subject completion of the application process required of transfer students, which includes a portfolio review. (For details of the articulation agreement, see attached equivalency grid.)

**Policy on Acceptance of Transfer credits**

Once accepted into the B.F.A. program in Animation, DCAD transfer students who have followed the academic program prescribed in this agreement will be admitted to The University of the Arts with immediate junior status. To qualify for transfer under this agreement, DCAD students are required to have a 3.0 GPA along with a strong portfolio of work reviewed by The University of the Arts program directors in the respective academic programs.

**Common Obligations**

Representatives from each campus will confer to review and/or modify this agreement as a result of curricular changes at either institution. Each institution will put forth best efforts to publicize this agreement. Possibilities of joint publicity may at times be beneficial and the public relations departments of both institutions will maintain contact to coordinate such possibilities.